Abstract. This paper gives examples to show that a polar operator is not necessarily AC and an AC operator is not necessarily polar.
Note that, in this case, the spectrum of T must be a subset of J.
Definition 2.2. Let J be a compact interval of the real line. An ACJ-functional calculus (respectively an ACT-functional calculus) for an operator T P fX is a norm-continuous algebra-homomorphism of ACJ into fX (resp. ACT into fX) which sends the identity map vt t to T and the function identically 1 to I, the identity operator of fX. In addition, is said to be weakly compact if, for each x P XY Áx is a weakly compact linear mapping of the domain of into X.
Since the polynomials are dense in the set of absolutely continuous functions [7, Lemma 10], we can say that an operator T is well-bounded if there exists a compact interval J for which T has an ACJ-functional calculus.
Definition 2.3. An operator T is said to be well-bounded of type (B) if, for some compact interval J, T has a weakly compact ACJ-functional calculus. (Note that if X is a re¯exive space then every well-bounded operator on X is automatically of type (B). See [5, p. 68] .) Definition 2.4. A spectral family in X is a projection-valued function EÁ X R 3 fX satisfying the following conditions:
EÁ is strongly right continuous; (iv) EÁ has a strong left-hand limit at each point of R; (v) E! 3 0 (respectively E! 3 I) in the strong operator topology of fX as ! 3 ÀI (respectively ! 3 I).
Note. If E! 0 for all !`a, and E! I for all ! ! b, then EÁ is said to be concentrated on aY b .
If EÁ is a spectral family in X concentrated on J aY b and f P BVJ, then
exists as the strong limit of the Riemann-Stieltjes sums
Rearranging the above in the style of integration by parts gives
The following results concerning well-bounded operators maybe found in [4, Part V]. is an identity-preserving algebra homomorphism of BVJ into fX satisfying È
Proposition 2.6. Let T P fX. Then T is well-bounded of type B if and only if there exists a spectral family EÁ in X such that (i) EÁ is concentrated on a compact interval aY b
, and
In this case EÁ is uniquely determined and is called the spectral family of T.
Proposition 2.7. Let T P fX be well-bounded of type B and let EÁ be its spectral family. Then an operator S commutes with T if and only if S commutes with E!, for all ! P R.
Proposition 2.8. Let T P fX be well-bounded of type B and let EÁ be its spectral family. Then for each ! P RY E! À E! À È É is a projection operator and
where E! À denotes the strong limit of Es as s 3 ! À .
Trigonometrically well-bounded, polar and AC operators all arise from wellbounded operators. Their de®nitions are given below.
Definition 2.9. An operator T P fX is said to be trigonometrically wellbounded if there exists a well-bounded operator A of type B on X such that T e iA .
Proposition 2.10. If T is a trigonometrically well-bounded operator on the Banach space X, then there is a unique well-bounded operator A of type B on X such that T e iA Y 'A 0Y 2% , and such that ' p A, the point spectrum of A, does not contain 2%.
Definition 2.11. The unique operator A in Proposition 2.10 is called the argument of T and is denoted by rgT. For more on trigonometrically well-bounded operators see [3] .
Definition 2.12. An operator T P fX is said to be a polar operator if there exist commuting type B well-bounded operators R and A on X such that T Re iA . The following results about polar operators will be required in Section 3. (ii) 'R ! 0; (iii) F0e iA F0, where FÁ is the spectral family of R;
This decomposition is unique and is called the canonical decomposition of T.
Theorem 2.14. See [1, Theorem 3.18(i)]. Let T be a polar operator with canonical decomposition T Re iA . Then the commutants of TY R and A satisfy the equality
Polar operators are discussed further in [1] and [9] . The ®nal de®nition required is that of an AC operator.
Definition 2.15. An operator T P fX is said to be an AC operator if there exist commuting well-bounded operators C and D such that T C iD. AC operators are studied in [2], from which the following result is taken. With this in mind, it seems natural to pose the following questions.
(1) If T is polar, do there exist commuting well-bounded operators A and B (of type (B)) such that (1) holds? (2) If T A iB with A and B commuting well-bounded operators of type (B), does it follow that T is polar?
We shall now give examples to show that the answer to both these questions is negative. We shall use the following de®nitions and results from [4] .
3. Examples. Let a P l 2 and, for n P N, let P n X l 2 3 l 2 be de®ned by P n a haY y n ix n Y where
À nÀi1 e 2iÀ1 e 2n n P NY
and 4 n is the element of l 2 with 1 in its nth position and 0 elsewhere. Then each P n is a projection, P n P m 0 whenever n T m, and I I n1 P n , the series converging in the strong operator topology of fl 2 .
Proposition 3.1. See ( [4, 18.5] ). Let ! n f g be a monotonic bounded sequence in R and, for each n P N, let P n be as above. Then the series I n1 ! n P n converges strongly in fl 2 and its sum is a well-bounded operator.
Note that in the proof of 18.4 in [4] it is shown that n j1 P 2j 3 I s n 3 IX 3
We shall use this result in the example below.
Example. Let X l 2 Y P n be de®ned as above, and de®ne sequences ! n f g and " n f g by ! n n 1 n and
4n 2 2n Y for all n P N. In addition, de®ne
" n P n X By Proposition 3.1, each series converges strongly in fl 2 and C and D are wellbounded operators (of type (B)). Furthermore, since C and D commute, it follows that Ce iD is polar.
Now suppose that C os D is well-bounded with spectral family EÁ. Then C os DP n ! n os " n P n n 2 À 1a2 n 2 P n when n is evenD n 2 2n 1a2 n 2 2n P n when n is oddF
Fix x P l 2 and suppose that n is even. Observe that
Furthermore, if
and it follows that P m x 0 if m T n. Thus
Combining statements (4) and (5), we see that
Also, by Proposition 2.8,
for all n P N, it follows that E1P n P n whenever n is even. When n is odd, an argument similar to that above shows that P n X x P l 2 X C os Dx n 2 2n 1a2
As n 2 2n 1a2 n 2 2n b 1Y for all n P N, it follows that E1P n 0 for n odd.
Combining even and odd cases, we see that
with the series converging in the strong operator topology of fl 2 . Since E1 is bounded, the partial sums of the series I n1 P 2n must be bounded in norm, giving a contradiction to (3) . Hence C os D is not well-bounded. Now suppose that T Ce iD A iB, where A and B are commuting wellbounded operators. Since C and D commute with T it follows that C os D commutes with T and, by Theorem 2.16, C os D commutes with A and B.
Next ®x n P N and suppose that y P P n X x P X X C os Dx ! n os " n x f g . Then Ay ! n os " n À1 AC os Dy ! n os " n À1 C os DAy and hence Ay P P n X. A similar argument shows that P n X is invariant under B. It readily follows that A and B commute with P n . Now, since each P n X is one-dimensional (the P n X are the eigenspaces of C os D corresponding to the distinct eigenvalues ! n os " n ), there exist n and n P R such that A P n X n nd B j j P n X n X Thus, on P n X, we have T Ce iD ! n os " n i! n sin " n and also T A iB n i n X Equating real and imaginary parts gives n ! n os " n and n ! n sin" n . Thus A C os D on each P n X and it follows that A C os D. This contradicts the fact that A is well-bounded. Hence T cannot be AC.
An example of an AC operator which is not polar now follows.
Example. Let X l 2 and, for n P N, let P n be as in the example above. Now de®ne
" n P n Y where, for n P N, ! n n 1 n r and " 2nÀ1 " 2n 2n À 1 À 4n À 2 À1 2n s X By Proposition 3.1, C and D are well-bounded operators (of type (B)). Moreover, as C and D commute, T C iD is AC. Now suppose that T is polar with canonical form Re iA . By Theorems 2.14 and 2.16, R and A commute with C and D. It is readily checked that, for each n P NY P n X x P X X Cx ! n x f g Y P n X is invariant under both R and A, and P n commutes with R and A. Now, given n P N, there exist r n and n P R such that
